CBSE HOLDS UP 3 DAYS MATER TRAINERS
PROGRAM AT GYAN GANGA INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL
Gyan Ganga international School once again pioneered in the field of innovations
and fulfilled the need of today’s education system by holding 3 days training
program in its premises in association with CoE Pune Region and JSSC.
The team of great scholars, learned trainers of CBSE came forward to escort this
training program at GGIS. This training program was inaugurated on July 27, 2016
in the auditorium ‘Pravaha’ with the lighting of traditional Jyot ceremony and
praising Goddess Saraswati the power of knowledge and wisdom. Hon’ble
Chairperson of Gyan Ganga Group of Institution D.C. Jain, Director Dr. Nitin Jain,
Venue Director & School Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel, Deputy Director
CBSE Ms. Arunima Majumdar, Resource Persons Ms. Mrinmayee and Ms.
Madhulika Bhuptkar were present for this grant opening ceremony. These
dignitaries fortified the inauguration function as they were also the resources
persons for the same.
Speaking on the occasion Venue Director & School Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar
Chandel welcomed the guest, speakers and resource persons with the token of love
and with his words in which he expressed the need of an hour and the importance
of such training program. He also expressed his heartfelt thanks and gratitude to
the delegates who were from all over the country. There were 85 Principals
coordinators and senior teachers from 10 states who became integral part of this
training program. He welcomed each one of them on behalf of Gyan Ganga
Family, in his welcome note he also highlighted the main and foremost aim of
organizing such training program. He introduced the flaws and drawbacks that the
CCE is facing and the myths the people are having of this system. He summed up
by promising and assuring all the delegates that they have come here like a ship
that is sailing in the ocean of CCE without compass but here they will definitely
find their right directions and will anchor on the shore of success.
The inaugural function was added up with the flavours of cultural programs such
as welcome song and dances. Every on in the audience appreciated the presentation
of the students. In the same sequence chairperson D.C. Jain also appreciated the

initiative taken by the JSSC & School Principal in this area. He welcomed all the
luminaries and delegates from the core of his heart to this training program and
declared the event open.

After the declaration of event open the Resource Persons Ms. Mrinmayee and Ms.
Madhulika Bhuptkar from CBSE took over the stage and explained the further
proceeding of the program. The first day of this training program was divided into
two sessions which were as – first session dealt with the CCE meaning features
and concept and the second session was about Formative Assessment its meaning
tools and techniques. En number of activities and PPT made the session interesting
and also helped the delegates to understand the topics minutely. The participants
also cleared their doubts and asked en number of questions related to the topics.
The aim of this training program is to buildup new trainers and masters who can
come forward and throw light on the issues related to CCE pattern and help the
teachers, students and parents in understanding the system in a more crystal clear
manner. The delegates from near about 10 states showed their interest and also
made the first day of the program successful by participating in it enthusiastally.

